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Motivation: Mass-radius relation
• Few young M-dwarf
binaries
• BD desert - only one
BD (Stassun et al.
2006)
• No young planets

Lines: NextGen (solid), DUSTY (dashed), COND (dotted), at 1, 10, 100, 1000 Myr
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Motivation: Planet formation
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• Core accretion timescale problem:
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(0.3–30 Myr) to enable a meaningful determination of the ti
scale for disk evolution within them. Clusters appear to
characterized by a very high initial disk frequency (≥80
which then sharply decreases with cluster age. One-half
disks in a cluster population are lost in only about 3 Myr,
the timescale for essentially all the stars to lose their d
appears to be about 6 Myr.
The precise value of this latter timescale to some ex
depends on the derived parameters for the NGC 2362 clu
Our quoted timescale of 6 Myr could be somewhat of a lo
limit for two reasons. First, it is possible that a slightly hig
disk fraction for NGC 2362 could be obtained with deepe
band observations that better sample the cluster popula
below 1 M,. Our earlier observations of IC 348 and the
pezium cluster show that the disk lifetime appears to b
function of stellar mass (HLL01), with higher mass stars lo
their disks faster than lower mass stars. However, we note
much deeper JHK observations (Alves et al. 2001) that sam
the cluster membership down to the hydrogen-burning l
yield a JHK disk fraction of essentially 0%, giving us co
dence in the very low disk fraction derived from our pre
L-band observations. Second, the age of NGC 2362 is dep
dent on the turnoff age assigned to only one star, the O
t
CMa. This star is a multiple system, and its luminosity
Fig. 1.—JHKL excess/disk fraction as a function of mean cluster age. Versignment on the H-R diagram is somewhat uncertain (van L
tical error bars represent
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1051 the statistical N errors in our derived excess/disk
fractions. For all star-forming regions except NGC 2024 and NGC 2362, the
wen & van Genderen 1997). Correction for multiplicity wo
horizontal error bars represent the error in the mean of the individual source
lead to a slightly older age. However, the quoted 1 Myr e
ages derived from a single set of PMS tracks. The age error for NGC 2362
in its age likely reflects the magnitude of this uncertainty (
was adopted from the literature. Our estimate of the overall systematic unona & Laney 1996). On the other hand, if, for example,
certainty introduced in using different PMS tracks is plotted in the upper right
corner and is adopted for NGC 2024. The decline in the disk fraction as a
errors were twice as large as quoted, the cluster could hav
function of age suggests a disk lifetime of 6 Myr.
age between 3 and 7 Myr. The corresponding age and
overall disk lifetime derived from a least-squares fit to the
would be between 4 and 8 Myr. Even if the timescale fo
isochrone fitting as discussed earlier. For comparison we also
disks to be lost was as large as 8 Myr, our survey data wo
plot excess fractions in Taurus and Chamaeleon I (open trianstill require that one-half the stars lose their disks on a times
gles), derived from similar JHKL observations in the literature
less
than 4 Myr. Finally, an even older age for NGC 2
(i.e., Kenyon & Hartmann 1995; Kenyon & Gómez 2001). The
would likely indicate that the decrease in disk fraction w
ages for Taurus and Cha I were obtained from Palla & Stahler
time does not follow a single linear fit; that is, after a r
(2000). NGC 1960 is not included in the figure since our obdecline during which most stars lost their disks, the disk frac
servations of this cluster extend only to greater than 1 M, stars,
in clusters would decrease more slowly, with a small num
whereas in the other clusters we are complete to ≤1.0 M,.
of stars (∼10%) retaining their disks for times comparabl
The dot-dashed line in Figure 1 represents a least-squares
the cluster age. On the other hand, we estimate the dynam
fit to the data obtained in our L-band survey ( filled triangles).
age
of the S310 H ii region, which surrounds and is exc

Vertical error bars represent the statistical N errors in our
by t CMa, to be ∼rH ii /vexp ∼ 5 # 10 6 yr for rH ii p 50 pc
derived excess/disk fractions. Horizontal error bars show repvexp p 10 km s1 (e.g., Lada & Reid 1978; Jonas, Baar
resentative errors of our adopted ages. The error bars for the
Nicolson 1998). This is consistent with the turnoff age of
ages of the Trapezium, Taurus, IC 348, Cha I, and NGC 2264
cluster derived from the H-R diagram and supports our estim
represent the error in the mean of the individual source ages
of ∼6 Myr for the overall disk lifetime.
derived from a single set of PMS tracks. In order to estimate
We point out that our L-band observations directly mea
the overall systematic uncertainty introduced in using different
the excess caused by the presence of small (micron-sized),
PMS tracks, we calculated the mean age and the standard deFIG. 1. (a) Planet’s mass as a function of time for our baseline model, case
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• Dependence on host mass:

From Ida & Lin (2005)
– Rocky planets
spectral types

common

around

all

– Gas giants form in large numbers only
around solar-mass stars
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mass for gas accretion, Mp;trunc ¼ Ath Mg;th with Ath ¼ 3:4.
added gas mass from the solar nebula. (c) Luminosity of the protoplanet as a function of time for case J1. Note the strong correlation between

Related work
• Including:
–
–
–
–

EXPLORE-OC (von Braun et al. 2004)
UStAPS (Street et al. 2003, Bramich et al. 2005, Hood et al. 2005)
PISCES (Mochejska et al. 2002, 2004, 2005)
See Aigrain & Pont (MNRAS, in press) for a general discussion

• Hebb et al. (2004, 2006)
– Survey of mid-age open clusters
(150 Myr − 1 Gyr)
– M-dwarf EB candidate in M35
– Confirmed 0.47, 0.19 M EB in NGC
1647 (150 Myr)

• Stassun et al. (2004, 2006)
– 1.0, 0.7 M and 0.054, 0.034 M EBs in Orion
– Some uncertainty in age, but ∼ 1 − 10 Myr
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The Monitor project
Cluster
ONC
NGC 2362
h & χ Per
NGC 2547
IC 4665
Blanco 1
M50
NGC 2516
M34
Total:

Age/Myr
1±1
5
13
38.5
50
90
130
150
200

Msat
0.75
1.14
1.49
0.56
0.45
0.80
0.88
0.56
0.99

M5%
0.04
0.07
0.33
0.06
0.04
0.06
0.18
0.08
0.16

N∗
1929
587
7756
334
216
148
1942
1214
414
14540

• Transit survey in young open
clusters and SFRs
– Known age, metallicity, ...
– Bloated primaries
• Concentrating on low- and
very low-mass primaries
– Deeper transits
– Larger RV amplitudes
• Targets
– Ages up to ∼ 200 Myr
– Need to be relatively rich
and compact
– Small distance modulus to
reach low-mass
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Sensitivity estimates

Monitor: occultations in young open clusters
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• Method:
–
–
–
–

Based on Pepper & Gaudi (2005) semi-analytic method
Method extended to handle binaries as well as planets
Used real (observed) noise properties and sampling where possible
See Aigrain et al. (2007) for much more detail
Monitor: occultations in young open clusters

EBs

43

Figure 7. Diagrams of Pd for binaries (top) and planets (bottom), as a function of orbital period (x-axis) and mass ratio or planet radius (y-axis) for each clust
(columns) and selected total system masses (rows). Blue areas correspond to detection probabilities close to 1 and the colour scale is linear. Areas shaded
light grey correspond to contact systems. Areas shaded in medium and dark grey correspond to systems that are too faint or saturated, respectively.

Planets

In each cluster, the survey was designed to ensure good sensitivity
to eclipses, and the sensitivity diagrams reflect this, with very good
sensitivity throughout much of the parameter space of interest for
binaries. Provided the period is short enough to accumulate the
minimum required number of observed in-transit points and transit
events, the eclipses of systems of all mass ratios are generally easily
detectable. It is only for the lowest total system masses that mass
ratio affects the sensitivity. For a given total mass, lower mass ratio
systems correspond to more massive (hence brighter) primaries,
counterbalancing the decrease in eclipse depth. When considering
the columns corresponding to h & χ Per and M34, one should keep

in mind that the results shown are the combined results for sever
surveys with different telescopes and observing strategies, whic
leads to some discontinuities in the overall sensitivities.
In the clusters observed exclusively in visitor mode, we are se
sitive only to very short periods. As the eclipses are often deep an
even a single in-eclipse point can be highly significant, this shor
period bias is a consequence of the requirement that at least tw
separate transit events be observed, rather than a direct detectio
limit. The advantage of repeating observations after an interval
at least several months is visible in the columns corresponding
the ONC, NGC 2362 and M50, where the sensitivity remains goo
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Sensitivity estimates - II
• Eclipse/transit detectability:
Name
ONC
NGC 2362
h&χ Per
IC 4665
NGC 2547
Blanco 1
M50
NGC 2516
M34
Total

Nc
167.3
45.6
648.9
21.5
30.4
10.3
160.0
103.0
45.1
1230.7

Binaries
No
57.3
11.0
106.0
5.8
5.1
0.9
12.7
8.4
3.4
207.3

Nd
27.8
4.7
67.0
4.6
3.9
0.6
5.4
1.5
1.4
114.0

Planets
Nc
No
135.0
47.8
37.1
11.3
631.9
118.1
14.3
4.3
20.7
3.9
8.0
1.0
127.0
13.4
76.9
8.4
34.1
3.5
1084.4
209.4

Nd
2.3
0.0
1.2
3.1
0.9
0.5
0.8
0.7
0.8
8.6

• RV followup:
– 100% of EBs with detectable eclipses produce RV modulations
detectable with VLT/FLAMES
– 25% can be detected on a 4m
– Only 29% of the planets in the ONC, and 10% of those in NGC2547,
produce a detectable RV signal

• See Aigrain et al. (2007)
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Photometry
• Candidate cluster members
selected in V , V − I CMDs
• High-cadence (< 15 min) aiming
for 100 hours per cluster in i-band
• Better than 1% to i ∼ 19 (CTIO),
i ∼ 17 (INT)
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Candidates
• Combination of visual and
automatic techniques
• ∼ 35 high-quality candidates,
in 5 clusters (∼ 1 − 200 Myr)
• 4 partially solved
– 2 appear to be genuine
ONC EBs
– 2 in the field towards NGC
2362, NGC 2547
• 7 need more data to say
• Most followup done on
brightest objects (higher field
contamination)

NGC 2362
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A new ONC PMS EB

• Membership probability 99%
(Jones & Walker 1988)
• Lithium detected (next slide)
• Components 0.26, 0.15 M
• Third light (∼ 20% of L)
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ONC PMS EB: LiI 6708 Å
• EWs smaller than expected:
Primary
Secondary
Tertiary

0.35 ± 0.05 Å
0.18 ± 0.04 Å
0.12 ± 0.05 Å

• May indicate depleted Li?
• Tertiary close to ONC systemic
velocity ⇒ ONC member, probably
physical triple
• High-res imaging observations to
attempt to resolve it?
• Still need Teff measurements to put
on H-R diagram
• See Irwin et al. (MNRAS, submitted)
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Future work

• Observations: radial velocities (NTT, VLT), h/χ Per photometry (CFHT)
• Search for shallower eclipses / in highly variable objects
• Secondary science:
– Continuation of rotation work – esp. membership confirmation
– Flares in ONC (and possibly others)
– X-ray – optical connection in ONC with COUP
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Summary
• We have a huge time-series database in ∼ 6 young clusters
• 1 confirmed EB with masses and radii (Irwin et al., submitted)
• Many more candidates awaiting spectroscopic follow-up
• Rotation results (see Irwin et al. 2006, 2007, in prep)
• Host of other science (data waiting to be exploited)
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